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QuickBooks has multiple features. It does the task of accounting in best possible way. It covers the
entire field of accounting including document management, inventory management etc. It has a
certain limit while dealing with these factors. As the companies grow organizers find that the
QuickBooks Inventory control capabilities are no longer sufficient for their inventory control needs.
Their business expand beyond multiple locations, the number of products they keep stock of,
increases. There might be a case that they have moved into manufacturing and they need wireless
bar coding, etc. At these situations, FishBowl inventory plays a vital role and provides full integration
to QuickBooks.

FishBowl inventory is a QuickBooks add-on. There are many QuickBooks add-ons other than this,
like SourceLink, eBridge Software, Commtrack, Qblinkup etc. When companies take FishBowl
inventory then it will take over all the inventory control functions from QuickBooks. The QuickBooks
inventory function turns off and parts are no longer tracked in it.  FishBowl offers custom reports,
custom shopping cart integrations, custom data integration, and database-related application
linking. It reduces your frustration by eliminating data entry errors so you can always know what you
have on hand. It also suggests where to place your incoming inventory, helping your workers
become even more efficient. It has no limit on the number of parts, sub-assemblies, or types of parts
included. With the simple feature of barcode scanning, you can easily receive inventory into your
system or record as it comes off the carrier vehicle, make adjustments to quantities being received,
and easily enter tracking information in real time. It is significantly increasing accuracy and worker
productivity.        

Further if we use FishBowl inventory hosting then we can reduce the burden of inventory
management in much simpler way. Actually hosting means running and accessing your software
application on third partyâ€™s servers. You can gain access over your application through internet. The
third party, which is providing you access, provides virtual space on their servers to us and those
who provide these services are called Cloud Computing or Application Hosting service providers.
These vendors put FishBowl on Cloud and provide multiple users accessibilities, which mean
multiple employees can work on the same software simultaneously. Not only this, FishBowl hosting
has the feature of it to be used from anywhere at any time. This means different employees of the
same company can work from different workplaces at different times and can easily integrate their
tasks. These vendors save your data on servers which are placed in cool and remote location.
Therefore your data remains secure. Not only this, they provide you rolling backup. They keep their
data centers at earthquake free zones which provide always-on accessibility.    

FishBowl inventory hosting allows you to get rid of IT infrastructure. You do not need to setup or
maintain IT infrastructure. All hardware or software installations are done by these Cloud Computing
or Application Hosting service providers. Therefore you do not need to hire special staff for this
purpose. This ultimately reduces the cost and space requirements. You can easily use hosted
FishBowl inventory along with QuickBooks hosting which helps you in many ways and keeps your
business rising.
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